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 Executive Summary (1 minute read)

Somasundaram v Luxton (FCA) - administrative law - defamation - refusal to accept
documents for filing on basis of abuse of process - application for review dismissed

Cosco v Hutley (No 2) (NSWSC) - defamation - proceeding arising from ’television broadcast’
- judgment for plaintiff - defendant to pay damages of $300,000
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 Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read) 

Somasundaram v Luxton [2020] FCA 1076
Federal Court of Australia
Murphy J
Administrative law - defamation - District Registrar and National Judicial Registrar refused 'to
accept documents for filing' on basis proposed defamation claim constituted abuse of process -
application sought review - r2.26 Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) - whether erroneous refusal to
accept proposed defamation proceeding - whether erroneous finding that 'no question of
substance' had arising concerning Constitution - held: application dismissed.
Somasundaram
[From Benchmark Thursday, 30 July 2020]

Cosco v Hutley (No 2) [2020] NSWSC 893
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Rothman J
Defamation - proceeding arising from ’television broadcast’ - defendant did not deny
imputations convened by her comments in broadcast or that, if imputations conveyed, they were
defamatory of plaintiff - defendant contended imputations were ’substantially true and/or
consisted of expressions of her honest opinion’ - defendant also raised contextual imputations -
’inferences’ - ’lay evidence’ - ’expert evidence’ - ’“ordinary reasonable
reader/listener/viewer” test’ - justification - contextual truth - credit - ’hurt feelings’ - ’damage
to reputation’ - aggravation - held: judgment for plaintiff - defendant to pay damages of
$300,000.
View Decision
[From Benchmark Thursday, 30 July 2020]
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 Abou Ben Adhem
 
By: Leigh Hunt
 
Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase!)
 
Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,
 
And saw, within the moonlight in his room,
 
Making it rich, and like a lily in bloom,
 
An angel writing in a book of gold:—
 
Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold,
 
And to the presence in the room he said,
 
"What writest thou?"—The vision raised its head,
 
And with a look made of all sweet accord,
 
Answered, "The names of those who love the Lord."
 
"And is mine one?" said Abou. "Nay, not so,"
 
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low,
 
But cheerly still; and said, "I pray thee, then,
 
Write me as one that loves his fellow men."
 
 
 
The angel wrote, and vanished. The next night
 
It came again with a great wakening light,
 
And showed the names whom love of God had blest,
 
And lo! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest.
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